
The Team at !
Time Traveler Tours & Tales !

now offers its expertise and experience, !
developing interactive apps !

for educational tourism and travel,!
to cultural organizations worldwide.!!!

The talent behind Team TTT&T unites the best in interactive storytelling and 
digital technology to revolutionize educational travel and tourism.!
Our mission: To bring history to life through story and games, in the palm of 
your hand. We develop interactive mobile tours of the world’s most popular 
historic destinations—both branded and now white label—created expressly 
for youth, and the young at heart. !!!

Do you wish to build an interactive app for your museum or cultural institution?   
Look no further. Because that's what Team TTT&T does best. !!

Discover the Time Traveler Tours eVantage:!
Experience. When we started, we were in your shoes, exactly. We had great content and a solid vision, 
but no idea how to proceed from a technical standpoint. Since then, we’ve been through the process (and 
the proverbial mill), soup to nuts, several times. We understand how to build great apps, from content 
creation to technical development and everything in between. We’ve already made the false steps (and 
over-priced moves) so that you don’t have to. Furthermore, we make it our business to stay on top of 
industry advances, for your benefit as well as ours.!!
Expertise. Now in partnership with one of the best tech firms in the business, Bluespark Labs, we bring 
to bear extensive technical fire-power as well as quality content creation backed by sound educational 
theory and practice at every stage of the app development process, and beyond. !!
Economics. Apps are expensive to create, incur further costs to maintain, yet don’t fetch a high price 
tag. It didn’t take us long to realize, therefore, that building bespoke apps—one programmed package at 
a time—was not a viable business proposition. That’s when we set about to develop our own publishing 
and content management infrastructure. Our platform serves to help us produce our apps, and yours, 
quickly and effectively, while keeping everyone’s costs down.!!
Ethic of Excellence. Many firms are happy simply to realize their client’s project vision. We make it a 
point to collaborate with our clients, helping them to realize something better than they ever thought 
imaginable. Without breaking their budget.! !!

Thank you for considering Time Traveler Tours, LLC  
for your next educational tourism project.!!
www.timetravelertours.com/organizations

http://www.timetravelertours.com/organizations

